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Engineering and Asia Pacific both overspent on their 
allocation of rewards (excluding WG lead salaries) by 20.5% 
and 11.6% respectively. 

The table below shows the 5 largest spending initiatives in 
terms of operational expenses (excluding contributor 
rewards).

Actual - Total spend $593,170.23

Forecast - Total spend $812,980.50

Variance -27.04%
Change in spend from previous 
month -0.52%

Actual - Total contributor reward 
spend $466,720.99

Forecast - Contributor Reward 
spend $621,755.50

Actual - Total Other Expenditure 
(excluding rewards) $126,449.24

Forecast - Total Other Expenditure $191,225.00
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Overview

Actual costs for December (contributor rewards plus 
expenses) totaled at $593,170 compared to a forecast 
spend of $812,980. This is a variance of -27.04%. 
Contributor rewards account for 78% of overall cost and are 
+15.75% up from the previous month. Total spend has 
stayed relatively even when compared to November.

December saw a 34.54% decrease in expenses from 
November (other operational costs excluding rewards). The 
largest expense was the MVI Christmas bonus to 
contributors at $30k, this was sponsored by the Talent,Ops 
and Change WG. 

12 out of 13 working groups were within their forecast 
budget when looking at both contributor rewards and 
operational expenses together. Growth & Marketing 
continued the trend of being the largest spenders at 
$144,456, a 53.4% increase from November. Woman + 
Non-Binary were the lowest spenders once again at 
$6,081. The WGs with the biggest variance between actual 
spend and forecasted were Woman + Non-Binary spending 
80% less forecast and Institutional Business 66% less than 
forecast.

Impression mining costs saw a 63% rise from last month, 
with paid ads also increasing by 84%. Institutional 
Business WG have taken over the cost for market making 
fee of $6,178 from the Business development WG from this 
month onwards. In addition a one off $30k cost from 
Talent, Org and Change WG for sponsoring the contributor 
Christmas bonus coordinape.

Index Price Depreciation

WG Expense Amount

Growth Ads $37,053

Growth Impression 
Mining $36,441

TOC Christmas Bonus $30,000

Eng Gas $10,809

IB Market Making 
Fee $6,178

 WG %Variance $ % Variance 
Index

BD 17.97% -41.64%
Asia Pacific 6.58% -61.31%

Summary

Overall spending has stayed relatively consistent compared 
to November. Contributor rewards saw an increase, whilst 
‘Other’ expenses saw a decrease from last month.

Further Insights

Taking a deeper dive into the spending per working group. 
TOC were over budget this month by 8.3% (due to the 
Christmas MVI bonus expense). Growth & Marketing were 
14.5% over budget for contributor rewards this month but 
this is due to two missed contributor payments from 
November being carried over. 

$Index token price on the day of payment for contributor 
rewards saw a 25% increase from November. However still 
a 42.09% difference between the $35 value fixed at the day 
of the budget vs the $22.07 value on the day of payment. 
This has led to WG leads and other contributor rewards 
which are on fixed stipend, being less than the forecasted 
amount in $ terms. Therefore we have now included the 
variance between the budgeted $Index spend vs the actual  
spend in $Index. You can see an example of two working 
groups who in terms of dollar spend were within budget, but 
in terms of $Index have overspent. In contrast to dollar 
spend which shows 12 out of 13 working groups being 
within budgeted total, when looking at $Index spend only 4 
out of 13 were within the budgeted $index total.
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